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CHILDREN’S MESSAGE: THE WEEDY KINGDOM1

Object: A safety lighter with a button you need to push and a jar of mustard seeds

It’s great to see you all this morning. I’m so glad you’re here.

Maybe you can help me with something because (hold up a lighter and try to light it) I'm having
problems with this lighter. I can't get it to work. Do any of you know what the problem might be?
(Show the lighter to children and see if someone can detect what is wrong.) Oh, look at this
button here. Maybe I'm supposed to press that button while I try to pull the trigger to light it.
Let’s try that. (Again, lighting it.) Wow. Well, that certainly works but it also makes it harder,
doesn't it? I wonder why they would make this lighter so hard to work. Do you know why? I
mean, it's not like fire is dangerous or anything, is it? (Wait for responses.) 

That’s right. The people who make lighters want to make sure they can be used safely because
once a fire starts, it can be hard to put out. They wouldn’t someone to start a fire unintentionally
because it was too easy get this lighter to work. I’ve heard stories about great big forest fires that
started from just a little spark of fire. It's true that a fire can start out small and get bigger and
bigger and make new fires. That's a little scary, isn't it? 

You know, Jesus told a story once describing the kingdom of God in the same way. Except Jesus
used a mustard seed as an example.(Hold up a jar of seeds) See here? See how tiny these seeds
are? Jesus told his disciples that the kingdom of God was like one of these mustard seeds – so
small you might think it wasn't a big deal. But the farmers who listened to Jesus knew the truth.
A tiny mustard seed like this grows into a really big bush, and that bush will make more plants,
which in turn will make many, many seeds, which can all grow until an entire field is just
mustard plants. In fact, the farmers of Jesus’ day thought of mustard plants the way our farmers
think of weeds – spreading so fast and so wide you couldn't get rid of them if you tried. Mustard
plants growing in a field can be like a forest fire! Something very small can grow into something
very big. 

Jesus was telling us that the kingdom of God works like that. If we let Jesus and God’s love into
our hearts, we also become more loving and kind and our faith will get stronger. And if we then
share that love with others, then Jesus and God’s love can enter their hearts too. So I think Jesus
was trying to teach us that we can be like these mustard seeds – growing and then spreading the
seeds of God’s love all over the world so that other people can also become seeds of God’s love.
What do you think? Are you willing to be God's weeds? 

Closing Prayer: Gardener God, we ask you to sow your seeds of love and compassion in our
hearts and grow us for your purpose in the world. We are your garden, ready to be used for the
sake of our own healing and that of others. In Christ's name we pray, Amen. 


